
Goose Pond Mountain  

Hot Springs Village  

This trail is on private property north of HSV. Trail access starts on an old road in the Village, follows a trail over a 
mountain and across a creek; then picks up another old road trace and follows it to the top of Goose Pond Mountain. 
A fire tower once occupied the site and views of surrounding area are wonderful, particularly in winter.  

 

Planning notes:  

This is an un-marked, un-maintained trail. It is particularly easy to miss the cut off at bottom of mountain to 

return to village; when you hit the farm, you missed it.  

Access Notes:  

Turn on Escadron Ln, off of Ponce de Leon Drive, on North side of village. Trailhead is an old forest road, 

slanting off to northwest out of village. Follow this road to top of hill (under power line) and look for the 

unmarked trail heading north.  

Recent Hikes:  
Jan 21, 2006    Leader: Mike Moriarty      17 Hikers         OMH Saturday  

Route: New starting point at end of access road in Village; then over to forest road, up and 

return.  

 
5.0 miles             Difficulty Rating  2                         Scenic Rating 3  

sss:          vistas  

Beautiful clear day; good turn out. Most of the crowd had not done this hike before. 
Who made the blood curdling scream from on top, to let the rest of us know three ladies were still up there? 
This trail is obviously not maintained. 

 

Jan 15, 2005    Leader: Mike Moriarty      37 Hikers         OMH Saturday  

Route: Hiked from village access out of village to north; up old access road and up the 

mountain. Back same way, until very end, where we missed the turn and had to improvise.  

 
5.0 miles             Difficulty Rating 2             Scenic Rating 3  

sss:     vistas  

Big crowd; nice day. 

 

Dec 7, 2002      Leader: Mike Moriarty      ?? Hikers         OMH Saturday  

Route: From village access to top and back 
5.0 miles          Difficulty Rating 2                    Scenic Rating 3  
Big crowd; over 30 people; beautiful day. 
Trail had been recently cleared by OMH Trail maintenance crew; but still has some chain saw 
work required 

Mar 9, 2002      Leader: Mike Moriarty     ?? Hikers         OMH Saturday  



Route: Hiked from village access out of village to north; up old access road and up the 

mountain. Back same way, until end, when we 'bushwhacked' over hill back into village.  

 
5.0 miles           Difficulty Rating 2             Scenic Rating 3  

sss: vistas from on top  

We were scheduled for Bell Slough (a nice easy bird-watching kind of place), but changed plan at 
last minute due to cold, blustery day. 
Trail had not been used since ice storm; very bad shape; dodging and weaving fallen trees all the 
way. 
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